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MWC: Ericsson, Deutsche Telekom and Vay
show live teledrive technology demo with
5G
Berlin, 22nd February 2023 - Imagine a transport service where an unoccupied
electric vehicle turns up outside your home exactly when you need it, you drive it
to your destination, you get out and go about your business. No parking. Just a
convenient and affordable door-to-door service. That’s exactly the concept behind
a remote driving – called teledriving – demo that Ericsson (NASDAQ: ERIC),
Deutsche Telekom (DT), and teledriving company Vay will highlight at MWC 2023
in Barcelona.

Before and after a customer takes control of the vehicle, it is driven remotely by a
professionally trained teledriver from a teledrive center. Vay operates with
redundant mobile networks. If the connection over one network is not sufficient,
the signal can still be received via another one.

The demonstration, which will connect live to an electric car in Berlin, is a
significant use case proof point for L4S (Low Latency Low Loss Scalable), key
technology for high-quality, latency-critical applications. It enables consistent low
latency in challenging radio conditions such as network congestion. L4S is part of
Ericsson’s Time-Critical Communication capabilities.

The teledriving use case is the latest milestone in the long-standing innovation
partnership between Ericsson and Deutsche Telekom to advance the adoption of
L4S.

The companies have partnered with Vay for this teledriving demo since October
2022 by implementing and testing L4S. Vay is the first company in Europe to drive
a car without a person inside the vehicle on a public road, and aims to launch a
sustainable, affordable, door-to-door mobility service with remotely driven
(teledriven) cars starting in Germany and the US.

The demonstration will be held in Ericsson’s Hall 2 at Fira Gran Via during
MWC 2023 Barcelona, 27 February - 2 March. It will show a teledriver remotely
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operating a vehicle in Berlin from the teledrive station in Barcelona - optimized
with 5G managed latency using L4S. The operated car in Berlin will be shown in a
livestream onsite.

Thomas von der Ohe, co-founder and CEO of Vay, says: “L4S can bring
fundamental improvements to Vay’s teledrive technology. This feature makes it
possible to detect network congestion in advance, stabilize latency and avoid
packet loss. The main advantage of L4S is the improvement in utilizing network
capacity and therefore keeping quality of data transmission permanently at its
best possible level – while decreasing the level of network redundancy.
Additionally, by reducing the amount of networks needed per car, we can lower
costs while increasing our service area coverage, also in more rural areas. This
brings Vay one step closer towards its goal of a sustainable door-to-door mobility
service at large scale.”

Kaniz Mahdi, SVP Technology Architecture & Innovation, Deutsche Telekom, says:
“Deutsche Telekom continues to drive innovation with partners to evolve our 5G
network and unlock its power for human-centric applications. Demonstrating the
quality of experience benefits of L4S for Vay’s teledriving technology brings us
closer to the era of driverless mobility services at scale. L4S, network slicing, and
other advanced features in the 5G toolbox will play a crucial role in enabling new
and innovative services for consumers and businesses.”

David Hammarwall, Head of Product Area Networks, Ericsson, says: “Just a few
years ago the capabilities highlighted in this teledriving demo with DT and Vay
would have been beyond imagination. This innovative use case truly shows the
capability of 5G connectivity to remotely operate a vehicle in real time, safely and
securely. We are continually pushing the envelope on L4S technology, to show the
role of Ericsson’s Time-Critical Communication capabilities in changing how we
work, live, and socialize.”

He adds: “Such capabilities will dramatically elevate the quality of experience for
existing use cases such as cloud gaming, Automated Guided Vehicles, and drones.
It will also enable emerging applications such as augmented reality/virtual reality
(AR/VR) that service providers can offer to consumers and enterprises.”

Additional tech info

Vay’s teledrive-first-approach aims to offer a sustainable and safe service that can
be an alternative to existing mobility services. They aim to gradually introduce
autonomous driving functions in their system as it is safe and permitted to do so.
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Ericsson, Deutsche Telekom and Vay will show how L4S has the potential to
improve the quality and safety of remote driving. It is expected that L4S will
reduce the amount of redundant networks required for latency critical
applications.

L4S supports momentary congestion marking in capacity-limited network cells,
hence informing a time-critical application that adaptation of the rate is required
to remove congestion situations. L4S is based on an IETF standard and presently
in standardization in 3GPP as a work item for release 18.

Notes to editors

Related content

Video: The first car drives without a person in the vehicle on a European public road
A historic moment: The first car drives without a person in the vehicle on a European public
road - Vay
Time-Critical Communication makes each moment count - Ericsson
Enabling time-critical applications over 5G with rate adaptation (white paper)
Ericsson and DT demo 5G low latency feature
Breakthrough PoC for automated driving applications

About Vay

Vay aims to launch a sustainable, affordable, door-to-door mobility service with remotely driven
("teledriven") cars: Teledrivers bring an electric car to the customer and pick it up after the
journey is completed, eliminating the time-consuming search for a parking spot for the
customer. While in the car, the customers drive themselves. Vay sees teledriving as an
alternative approach to autonomous driving and aims to gradually introduce autonomous
functions in its system based on high-quality teledrive data.

Vay was founded in Berlin in 2018 by Thomas von der Ohe, Fabrizio Scelsi and Bogdan Djukic.
Vay's team of 150+ people combines the best of two worlds - software & product experience
from Silicon Valley and automotive hardware & safety engineering from Europe. The company
has offices in Berlin and Hamburg, Germany, as well as in Portland, USA. Vay raised a USD 95m
Series B funding round. Investors include Kinnevik, Coatue, Eurazeo, Atomico, La Famiglia and
Creandum as well as prominent business angels such as former Alphabet Chief Financial
Officer Patrick Pichette, former member of the management Board for R&D, Design, CTO of
Audi Peter Mertens and Spotify’s Chief Technology & Chief Product Officer Gustav Söderström.
www.vay.io

Vay press contact
Anja Rechtsteiner
Head of Communications
anja.rechtsteiner@vay.io / press@vay.io
+49 176 60404217
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https://vay.io/a-historic-moment-the-first-car-drives-without-a-person-in-the-vehicle-on-a-european-public-road/
https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=31323334-501d5122-313273af-454445555731-48defd7e8e8ea60d&q=1&e=e75c93df-0940-4272-b2e8-bbdae557ca78&u=https%3A%2F%2Fvay.io%2Fpress-release%2Fa-historic-moment-the-first-car-drives-without-a-person-in-the-vehicle-on-a-european-public-road%2F
https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=31323334-501d5122-313273af-454445555731-48defd7e8e8ea60d&q=1&e=e75c93df-0940-4272-b2e8-bbdae557ca78&u=https%3A%2F%2Fvay.io%2Fpress-release%2Fa-historic-moment-the-first-car-drives-without-a-person-in-the-vehicle-on-a-european-public-road%2F
https://www.ericsson.com/en/internet-of-things/iot-connectivity/cellular-iot/time-critical-communication
https://www.ericsson.com/en/reports-and-papers/white-papers/enabling-time-critical-applications-over-5g-with-rate-adaptation
https://www.ericsson.com/en/news/2021/10/dt-and-ericsson-successfully-test-new-5g-low-latency-feature-for-time-critical-applications
https://www.ericsson.com/en/news/3/2022/breakthrough-proof-of-concept-for-automated-driving-applications
http://www.vay.io
mailto:anja.rechtsteiner@vay.io
mailto:press@vay.io


More information at
Vay Newsroom

Follow Vay on social media at Mobile World Congress 2023 via #VayMWC and #MWC23
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vaytechnology/

About Ericsson

Ericsson enables communications service providers to capture the full value of connectivity.
The company’s portfolio spans the following business areas: Networks, Cloud Software and
Services, Enterprise Wireless Solutions, Global Communications Platform, and Technologies
and New Businesses. It is designed to help our customers go digital, increase efficiency and
find new revenue streams. Ericsson’s innovation investments have delivered the benefits of
mobility and mobile broadband to billions of people globally. Ericsson stock is listed on Nasdaq
Stockholm and on Nasdaq New York. www.ericsson.com

More information at
Ericsson Newsroom
media.relations@ericsson.com (+46 10 719 69 92)
investor.relations@ericsson.com (+46 10 719 00 00)

Follow us

Follow Ericsson on social media at Mobile World Congress 2023 via #EricssonMWC and
#MWC23

Subscribe to Ericsson press releases here
Subscribe to Ericsson blog posts here
https://www.twitter.com/ericsson
https://www.facebook.com/ericsson
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ericsson

About Deutsche Telekom AG

https://www.telekom.com/companyprofile

Corporate Communications
Tel.: +49 228 181 – 49494
Email: media@telekom.de

More information at
www.telekom.com/media
www.telekom.com/photos
www.instagram.com/deutschetelekom
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